


Q nehx 0n The Rocks Dimplex offers the
Rockport 0utdoor Electric Fireplace. The unit
features a simulated rock-ledge cabinet with
planters, a 25-inch outdoor firebox, concealed
speakers and an audio MP3 input. lt is fully
weatherproof, says the company, and can be
used year-round. The fireplace's clean electric
operation uses "90 percent less energy than a
gas fireplace," according to Dimplex.
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@ the Space Between 0utback Ghair Com-
pany offers the Urban Balance Chasm. This
flexible accessory is part chair, part table and
part storage unit. With strict attention paid
to the highest manufacturing standards, the
Urban Balance Chasm is made from premier-
quality materials such as all-weather wicker,
sturdy hardwood and durable fabric-covered
cushions, says the company.
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@ Take ll Easy Sweetwater Bungalows of-
fers Southeast Asian-inspired daybed cabanas.
Each cabana is handcrafted from sustainable ln-
donesian hardwood that is weather and insect-
resistant. Canopies are available in a variety
of Sunbrella colors. Basic carpentry skills and
tools are needed for assembly.0ptional foam
mattresses and slipcovers are available for the
daybed.
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@ Gover-And-Gabana-ln-0ne Sterling Lei-
sure Products offers the Covana spa cover.
The cover can be raised to 8% feet with the
turn of a key, says the company. The over-
head canopy protects hot tubbers from the
elements and optional screens provide priva-
cy and additional protection from the weath-
er. The Covana features a seamless vacuum-
formed cover, 600 pounds of lift capacity and
polyurethane foam for insulation three times
the industry standard.
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@ .toin The Club Tropitone offers the Ca-
bana Club, designed by Richard Holbrook. The
modular seating collection is available only in
stainless steel and fabric colors include natu-
ral, canvas glacier (shown) and coal. The gran-
ite tabletops come with a choice of four colors:
volcanic, baltic, tangiers and luna. A variety of
pieces, both curved and square, are available.
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